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Imagine you’re a successful company getting a great number of leads. You’re doing well in 

your inbound and outbound channels, and your sales reps are working hard. All’s going well, 

but the part where it's not.



You may have had a certain number of closed deals, renewed customers, and opportunities 

at the end of a quarter. It may be a success by your standards, but will you be able to 

replicate it in the future?



Do you have any tangible or well-thought, intricate blueprint? Maybe you’re going through a 

good spell now, but what if it doesn’t last, how do you make do and improve your 

performance in worse-off times?



Generally, major deals are the center of attention, while smaller ones, or ones that aren’t seen 

as very important at that certain point in time, are sidelined.



And looking at all that’s aforementioned in the light of your GTM, is this kind of approach 

healthy for it? Isn’t GTM execution virtually non-existent if your processes are so?



Instead of oiling your process, carrying on like this undermines the entire effort to execute an 

effective GTM.



So what do you do about it?

Data Precedent Certainty Action

You need something certain, something to bank on, something to always drive your revenue 

machine, forecast, and GTM.

And this can be done, by harnessing the power of Revenue Intelligence, to get actionable 

insights, which help you understand what’s happening in your business better.
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Once these insights are available to your entire team, they know how to move forward, in a 

structured manner.



The implementation of such insights in accordance with your revenue operations strategy 

builds the road to hitting your GTM and revenue forecast.



And that’s what this e-book is entirely about.

Data, and accurate data, is central to getting actionable Revenue Intelligence.



But, there’s a major problem with data, and that is its hygiene.



Imagine this cycle: A prospect comes across your website, gets in touch with you, and is 

assigned to a sales rep. After the entire sales process, the prospect is assumed to be one 

who is qualified and is expected to convert by the quarter’s end

 However, how is the certainty about this gauged

 Are there follow-up meetings booked at the correct intervals

 Are the right people from the organization you’re selling to involved?



And all the engagement done up till this point from the Sales and marketing teams, from 

various tools and campaigns - are they visible to tap on if necessary?

How to get actionable Revenue Intelligence?

Imagine working with it all, across different opportunities of different accounts, of different 
sizes, and geography. Imagine the time spent in collating it.
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No, most of the time they aren’t. All this data is scattered, or not well-documented.

So what do sales reps do then? Manually start entering it all into your CRM?



Problem

Manual Entry

Data Inaccuracy

Inefficient Cadence

Inaccurate Forecasts

Lost Business Opportunities

Unsatisfactory Customer Experience

Poor data Hygiene

Maybe they should, maybe they shouldn’t, but one thing you can't argue with is that it isn’t 
their job to do so. Their job is to sell. But, most companies do ask them to, and it is a part 
of their job.



So what happens then, when you make somebody do things they aren’t supposed to focus 
on? You know the answer. Drudgery sets in.

Most end up doing so shabbily and incompletely, as manual entry is a pain, and very time-
taking. Moreover, manual entry is often inaccurate, causing blind spots.

And then, at your next forecasting cadence, you realize you lack knowledge of
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Who the Decision-Makers are

Which Prospects have Stagnated or Stalled and which are Doing Well

How Accounts interact with Marketing Campaigns



Your insights seem incomplete and the collaboration between teams is sub-optimal to 
getting you your desired outcome.



Now see where the GTM stands when such a cycle is created? It is not possible with even 
the maximum effort to get it correct when such siloes exist.

The only solution to this is automatically capturing this data from the various integrations 
(e-mail, calendar, CRM among others) where your activity happens, linking it in time series.

And how is this done? By using AI.
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The use of AI in this process makes it smoother, accurate, and reliable. It pulls data from all 
your integrations and sales tools. And this is what translates to ‘Revenue Intelligence’.



This gives you a seamless, spot-on experience of automated data extraction.

 Analyze competitors

 Recognize topics

 Analyze sentiment

Clientell’s Revenue Intelligence engine uses Natural Language Processing to:

All your data hygiene troubles are handled with utmost professionalism. Sales reps 

save anywhere between 6-8 hours per week using this feature.
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Clientell saves 6-8 hrs per week, per rep 

However, now that you have your data aligned, you must be able to extract effective 

insights and takeaways about your deals, and that’s what the next part of revenue 

intelligence is about.



Sales meetings and forecasting cadences generally have sales reps explaining what’s 
happening with each deal. Managers ask questions, and reps answer them.



This is a painstaking and time-consuming process, to say the least. There’s no time left to 
strategize for upcoming times.



Moreover, this happens primarily because many deals are given more attention than they 
should be. There are updates given about each deal, and there isn’t much prioritization.

Deal Analysis and visibility
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Instead of focusing on each deal, if the true state of deals were known, reps could optimize their 
dashboards by prioritizing what must be shown and having smoother meetings with better 
takeaways.

This prioritization can only be done when you have a comprehensive picture of each deal. But how 
do you get this comprehensive picture?

Simple. Use the data your AI extracted, and analyze through that. Here’s how Clientell helps you 
with that:

Firstly, understand the risk associated with deals. See where 

the deal has been, what has been happening with it in terms 

of deal size, and how long it has been in process.

If there is too much movement or time spent 
on it, the deal lacks stability.This will show in 
Clientell’s Risk Score metric.

All Positive Negative

3 deals (-$30k) lowered in deal amount

2 deals (+$100k) pulled in from the next 
quarter

4 deals ($150k) pushed out

View deals

Deal Risk Insights



This metric also leverages historical data, to see how the deal is doing in comparison to 
how a similar deal that converted behaved before, to forecast whether it will thus convert 
or not.

With another metric, the Engagement Score, you can see 
how the opportunity has been responding, whether there are 
future meetings booked, and how much traction it is giving.

Engagement Risk

32

Medium Risk

The understanding of deal risk and Engagement is 
the base of analysis and forecasting

Prospect Engagement
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Each opportunity’s page is like a virtual deal room on Clientell, where you can see when the last 
email was sent, what topics are being spoken about, which stakeholders are involved, and 
other such information.

Opportunities View

This helps you give feedback to your rep, to tell them if another stakeholder is required, or if any 
other action is to be done which you feel hasn’t been done till now.

For eg: There may be someone from Marketing but not from IT, which you feel might be 
necessary. So you add a comment telling your rep to change their reach-out strategy going 
forward for that deal accordingly

You can add this suggestion and hence incentivize making the approach multi-threaded, through 
various decision-makers and gatekeepers of the opportunity’s organization.



Territorial Segregation
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Sort deals by territory. This can be done by leveraging activity data, to understand which 
territories require more attention and which are performing above expectations.

Firstly, track if all deals are assigned to reps. If it is so, then check their Engagement and Risk 
Scores. This will give you an idea about how the deals are performing and which territories 
must get more attention.

All Deals Changed Deals

Opportunities for Best Case Amount
View all the opportunities that under best case amount

Account Name Stage Forecast categoryAmount

Search 1 of 3

Opportunity 

Jaguar Group Demo Completed Best CaseUSD 175,000
25,000/-

Demo Completed

Qualified Lead

Best Case

Udemy Demo Completed Best CaseUSD 267,400

Pixis Paid Closed WonUSD 449,003

ICICI Demo Completed Best CaseUSD 75,000

Segment Demo Completed Best CaseUSD 653,518

Miro Demo Completed Best CaseUSD 653,518

Mailchimp Negotiation Best CaseUSD 558,612

Notion.so Demo Completed Best CaseUSD 651,535

Adobe Demo Completed Best CaseUSD 487,441

Visa Inc. Demo Completed Best CaseUSD 449,003

Stripe Demo Completed Best CaseUSD 653,518

Topic (10)

Topic # of mentions Timeline

Duration : 1 month

Last mentioned

ramen@adobe.com
Project Manager

45 days ago

Adobe 24
6/9 6/9 6/9 6/9 6/9 6/9 6/9 6/9

priya@adobe.com
Project Manager

45 days ago

Adobe 16
6/9 6/9 6/9 6/9 6/9 6/9 6/9 6/9

greg@visa.us
Project Manager

45 days ago

Visa 8
6/9 6/9 6/9 6/9 6/9 6/9 6/9 6/9

Maybe certain deals in a certain territory aren’t performing well because the rep they belong 
to is overloaded/not effective, so you can transfer those deals for that rep with different ones 
where she’ll be more effective.



This helps your sales reps achieve targets better, and smoothen their process manifold.

Thus, revenue intelligence can yield insights that help your forecast cadences and sales 
meetings see much more than they normally would. You can leverage these to lay out your 
future plans with conviction.

Now you have your data aligned and an effective revenue operations framework to go about 
it. You can close deals much better. But, the customer journey’s just begun. You need to retain 
them too.
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And here comes the role of Revenue Intelligence in Customer Success
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Using such information, you can see which deals are performing up to the mark and which are 
not. You can accelerate deals that are doing well but are scheduled to finish next quarter, to 
this quarter, and you can do the opposite with deals that aren’t providing optimal 
engagement.



Once the customer has been signed, they’re handed over to the customer success team.



However, this handover many times is done without proper information flowing from sales or 
marketing to them. There’s ambiguity about who the key stakeholders are, and what ebbs and 
flows the deal has seen.



This is a big problem, as the energy and effort spent in building relationships with the customers 
by sales reps aren’t translated ahead. CS needs to have a seamless view of what’s happened with 
the deal, to be able to keep the customer engaged and retained.



And this is where revenue intelligence plays a pivotal role.



There’s a crisp and clear view of all opportunities, and what they’ve been through, which hence 
gives an idea of how to treat them further. The view of the deal rooms gives a short, effective 
snapshot of the deal’s journey.

Customer Success:

Concise and Crisp view of Opportunities

Submit Forecast

Target

$24.9M

Closed won

$24.9M
+ $180K

Pipeline

$24.9M
+ $1.1M

Best Case

$24.9M
+ $180K

Commit

$24.9M
+ $780K

Search for opportunities & users...

JK

Contact NameOpportunity Name Business Email Phone Number Designation

Opportunity View

Closing in : Current Quarter (Q2) Changes since : Last 7 days Users : All Risk Score : High Geography : All Product : All

Booked

$24.9M
+ $180K

Opportunity Amount

Albert FloresSlack albert@business.com (219) 555-0114 Head of RevOps USD 140,000

Annette BlackeBay annette@business.com (229) 555-0109 CBO USD 140,000

Arlene McCoySony arlene@business.com (308) 555-0121 Head of Sales USD 140,000

Bessie CooperJohnson & Johnson cooper@business.com (239) 555-0108 Head of RevOps USD 140,000

Brooklyn SimmonsGillette Brooklynsim@business.com (307) 555-0133 VP Sales USD 140,000

Cameron WilliamsonMcDonald's cameron@business.com (217) 555-0113 VP Sales USD 140,000

Cody FisherGillette cody@business.com

(252) 555-0126

Group Manager-Sales USD 140,000

See all of your own and your team's opportunities with the broad metrics.

Columns : All Search 1 of 3Rows : All
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This visibility also gives the CS team an idea of which customers to focus on, and who are 
likely to be retained.



For revenue leaders, it gives visibility into how the CS team is faring with these customers, 
how much time they’re spending on each, and how they’re prioritizing.



They can see whether certain customers are behaving the way they expected or not, and can 
translate that into changing their strategy for them accordingly.



This saves an immense amount of time for both, the leaders and the CS executives. 
Blindspots and any neglect on the reps’ part can easily be identified, and hence worked on 
further.



And this leads us to the next great avenue revenue intelligence has to offer - team 
performance analysis, or knowing what your reps are up to.

Reps are the most integral part of your sales machine. They’re the drivers and carriers, the 
ones who steer the boat.



Revenue intelligence gives revenue leaders insights into what their reps are doing. Activity 
data can be leveraged to understand various things, such as:

Team Performance Analysis:
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Patterns can be identified, and depending on these patterns, strategies can be implemented.



For eg; In a certain geography, and a certain industry, if the data shows the most effective 
strategy is to send 30 emails per week, with follow-ups every 3 days, but most reps are 
sending 50 emails with follow-ups every 5 days, you know what to rectify.



Effective and necessary coaching can be given to the required reps, and strategies can be 
quickly modified.

Search for opportunities & users...

Dashboard view Roll-up view

Closing in : Current Quarter (Q2) Roll : All Managers : All

Team Metrics that help you to coach & stay ahead of the competition. Metric type : Meeting per week Show by : highest

Average Days to Win

14 days
Andrew James

AJ

Past 30 day Amount Won

$430k
Andrew James

AJ

Past 30 day Amount Lost

$830k
Andrew James

AJ

Engagement Risk Score

$830k
Andrew James

AJ

Meetings Held

14 Meetings
Andrew James

AJ

Emails Received

54 Emails
Kevin James

AJ

Emails Sent

54 Emails
Kevin James

AJ

Unique Contacts Engaged

54 Contacts
Kevin James

AJ

Forecast Risk Score

79WJWJ
2 Users

WJ

Target Gap

WJWJ
$600K(-60%)
Ray Montana

RM

Average Value Per Won Opportunity

WJWJ
$600K(60%)
Katherine Kalf

KK

Pushed Deals Amount

WJWJ
$120K
Anjali Mehta

AM

Pulled Deals Amount

WJWJ
$120K
Anjali Mehta

AM

Manager View Seller view

 Where are they spending most of their time?

 Are they close to their quota or not?

 Are they moving at a good pace?

 Do they have enough pipeline, or excessive?

With benchmarks such as these set to understand rep activity, rep performance can be well 
evaluated, and according to changes made.
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As mentioned earlier, they can know on the basis of data which deals to prioritize, which ones 
to move in their timeline based on how risky and how engaged the deals are, and which ones 
to strategize differently with.



Thus revenue intelligence improves rep tracking, strategy as well as efficiency.

With clear visibility of activity data from all accounts and opportunities, deal analysis, deal handling 
and transition, and rep analysis, the management gets a pivotal bird’s eye view of exactly what the 
journey of a deal is.

This gives immense power and confidence to seamlessly execute the planned GTM, which now can 
be on the correct track and close to perfect.



The revenue intelligence hence becomes the underlying force behind the revenue operations 
tangent.

Moreover, revenue intelligence also directly gives reps the power to better what they’re doing

Clientell: A complete RevOps solution to your 
Revenue Intelligence problem

In addition, if the data shows that a certain rep was performing well but there is a sudden and 
steep dip in their productivity, the managers know to take notice and work on this. Required 
coaching can be necessitated for this too.
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Prospecting Demo Closed Won Review

I II III IV
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 Leverage AI to collate data locked away in various sales tools and integrations to provide 
intelligent insights at every stage of the deal. This ensures sales teams focus on selling 
and save valuable hours spent on updating CRMs

All your meetings, calls, coaching decisions, and cadences are backed by individual yet cumulative, 
up-to-date insights, which are instrumental to accomplishing the underlying goal - increasing 
revenue steadily over time, and driving a successful, poised GTM.



And this is exactly what Clientell provides you, the power to:

 Help sales leaders assess risk across their pipeline and achieve 95% accuracy on their 
quarterly forecasts
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For companies, there’s great growth potential if they decide to harness the power of revenue 
intelligence. Time and energy are saved and channeled where more needed, entropy is 
minimized, your mind is at peace and everything in your revenue machine is now backed by 
data and predictable.



Your GTM execution is thus at the top of its game, and frictionless. Employees across all 
teams have an inside-out view and can go about their job with much more certainty.



Sales, Marketing, and Customer Success teams at Pixis.ai and Unbxd are already deriving 
great value by switching to our framework. 



If you wish to be in the same boat as them, click below!

Unlock faster sales and more predictable revenue with the Clientell Sales 
Execution Platform, powered by AI-driven insights.

Unlock your Revenue Potential

Book a demo

 Increase sales rep efficiency by 30% using leading indicators, and create a culture of data-
backed decision-making

 Create a culture of data-backed forecasting and transparency using a combination of both 
bottom-up and top-down processes

https://www.getclientell.com/
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